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Adventures in composting
May 11

Ease your curiosity about how to 
recycle your household yard and 
food waste and learn the art and 
science of backyard composting. 



Smart Meter Fort Collins

Agenda

Presentation: Fort Collins’ Smart Grid

Focus group discussion

Automated response 
and open dialog

Break: cookies and door prizes



Fort Collins’ Smart Grid 

Smart Meter Fort Collins 
Residential Environmental Program Series 
April 27, 2011

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is not just about the Smart Meter project, or just about Fort ZED, or just about local renewables, but is a bigger picture that connects all of the things you’ve been hearing about together.

Please hold questions for the end (other than clarifications).



The 3 The 3 Faces of Our Smart Gridof Our Smart Grid

Ongoing Utility Modernization 
(e.g. Smart Meter Fort Collins)

Local Green Energy 
(e.g. Fort ZED)

New Customer Options 
(e.g. Smart Energy Pioneer Program)



Ongoing Utility Modernization Ongoing Utility Modernization 



Ongoing Ongoing Utility Modernization Modernization 

1968 Under-ground Distribution System

1979 Remote System Monitoring (SCADA)

1982 Demand Side Management

1990 Remote Commercial Meter Reading

1999 Substation Automation 

2012/2013 Small Commercial & Residential 
Remote Meter Reading, (Smart Meter Fort 
Collins) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Smart grid and smart metering are the next steps in a long history of how Fort Collins has pursued on-going modernization

We have demonstrated that we can simultaneously achieve goals of high reliability and operational efficiency

Automated meter reading has a long history and is a mature technology.

The upcoming smart meter project is extending remote meter reading to small commercial and residential customers. 




Smart Meter Fort CollinsSmart Meter Fort Collins

•• New electronic meters (electric and water)New electronic meters (electric and water)

•• $32M total cost, $16M from a Department of $32M total cost, $16M from a Department of 
Energy GrantEnergy Grant

•• Approximately 10Approximately 10--year payback from operational year payback from operational 
savings (i.e. meter reading)savings (i.e. meter reading)

•• Most meters installed from midMost meters installed from mid--2012 through 2012 through 
midmid--20132013

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a summary of our Smart Meter Fort Collins project. 

We are projecting a 10 year payback from operational savings. Many systems have had even shorter payback (3-5 years).

Smart meters were identified as the next best dollar spent for Utilities several years ago.  The grant opportunity helped us get on-track and accelerate the process. 

Investing now to help manage future costs.  Focus tonight more on electric, but water meters are also included. 



Remote Meter Reading Remote Meter Reading isnisn’’t New to Ust New to Us

Presenter
Presentation Notes

Our larger commercial customers have had remotely read meters (daily) for many years.



But it might be new to you

Presenter
Presentation Notes


The smart meter Fort Collins project will bring automated meter reading to the remaining 99% of customers. 



Ongoing Utility Modernization 
Results: Higher Reliability & 

Lower Operating Costs

Our customers have some of the lowest bills in the state

Our 99.99% reliability attracts and keeps tech business

Remote monitoring speeds repair and reduces truck-rolls

Remote meter reading reduces operational costs

A smart grid is an integral part of our past and future

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we get out of our on-going modernization efforts is high reliability, low operating costs and low bills.  

Do you know how we find out if there is an outage at your house?  When you call us.  New meters will change that. 

As a result:  see bullet list. 



Local Green Energy 
lowering the cost of adding renewables

More of this... Less of this...

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next goal of our smart grid is to get more local renewable energy on our system, in a way that is cheaper than it would have been otherwise (greener cheaper).




Local Green Energy 
Clouds with a Solar Lining

Solar energy (photovoltaic) is getting cheaper, 
and cheaper.

But, when a cloud passes between the sun 
and a solar panel, output can drop in just 
seconds.

Balancing the grid traditionally means adding 
backup generators (e.g. peakers).

With a smarter grid, we can balance the grid 
with existing load and generation – saving 
money!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With a smart grid, we can add more local renewable energy and balance our system with existing local resources.

We can back up (firming) intermittent renewables with a local system approach.  By adding “smarts” it will cost less than adding new power plant capacity.

Tell the story about New Belgium gas generation balancing the solar system at Innosphere when a cloud comes over in July.  The next slides show how this works. 



Today (without smart grid)

Presenter
Presentation Notes

Without Smart Grid
When the sun is shining, we can provide power with solar energy. 



Today (without smart grid)

Presenter
Presentation Notes

But when a cloud comes, solar energy output drops in seconds. 



Today (without smart grid)

Presenter
Presentation Notes


Right now, there are power plants standing ready to provide power.  If we add more renewables with this model, we also need to build more backup power plants. 



With Smart Grid

Tomorrow

Presenter
Presentation Notes

With Smart Grid
When the sun is shining, we can provide power with solar energy. 




Tomorrow

With Smart Grid

Presenter
Presentation Notes


When a cloud comes, the solar energy output still drops in seconds. 




Tomorrow

With Smart Grid

Presenter
Presentation Notes

With Smart Grid,
A combination of local storage and generation is ready to fill in the gap in power.  If we add more renewables with this model, we use the “smart grid” instead of building more backup power plants. 




a Key Goal of FortZEDa Key Goal of FortZED

Local Green Energy

Presenter
Presentation Notes

Helping to add more renewable local energy in a “smart” way is a key goal of Fort ZED

The ZED in Fort ZED stands for zero energy district



FortZED 
Sustainable Energy 
Sustainable Economy 
Sustainable Community

Economic
Development

Community
Partnerships

Smart Grid
Research & 

Development

Presenter
Presentation Notes

We’ve talked about how our Smart Grid will enable more local renewable energy, and how FortZED supports that goal.

FortZED is about how we can be more sustainable in terms of energy, economy and community.  

FortZED has three main aspects
 Smart grid research and development
 Economic development, and 
 community partnerships



Fort ZED: EnergyFort ZED: Energy 
Department of Energy Department of Energy Demonstration ProjectProject 

Renewable & Distributed System Integration (RDSI)Renewable & Distributed System Integration (RDSI)

GOAL: Demonstrate that cost of adding GOAL: Demonstrate that cost of adding renewablesrenewables 
(e.g. solar) can be reduced by intelligently balancing load (e.g. solar) can be reduced by intelligently balancing load 
and onsite generation instead of building and onsite generation instead of building conventional 
power plants (e.g. power plants (e.g. peakerspeakers).).

This is the part of FortZED that is 
part of our Smart Grid.

Presenter
Presentation Notes


The research part of FortZED is the RDSI project.

This is the part of FortZED that is part of our Smart Grid



Fort ZEDFort ZED 
Economic DevelopmentEconomic Development

GOAL: Fort Collins as a Clean Energy Industry and GOAL: Fort Collins as a Clean Energy Industry and 
Research Leader. Increase primary jobs.Research Leader. Increase primary jobs.

Presenter
Presentation Notes

The Colorado Clean Energy Cluster, primary employers in Fort Collins (like Woodward, Advanced Energy and New Belgium) and the Rocky Mountain Innosphere are key elements of FortZED. 



Fort ZEDFort ZED 
Community Partnerships

GOAL: Make a Clean Energy Future a Cornerstone of our 
Community.

Presenter
Presentation Notes

FortZED is also about public private partnerships and grass roots efforts, especially on the efficiency front. 



New Customer Options & ChoicesNew Customer Options & Choices

Presenter
Presentation Notes

We’ve talked about modernizing our system and adding renewables.  Now let’s talk about future customer options and choices. 

Here is a new and exciting part of our smart grid.  

The things we are talking about will enable lots of options for which we’d like your feedback.



New Customer Options & 
Choices
Smart Consumer – know what your 
bill is before you get it

Smart Rate Options:

Recharge your electric vehicle when 
it is cheapest

Sell your solar energy to the grid 
when it is more valuable

Smart Home – emerging smart 
appliances will automatically run to 
save you money

Presenter
Presentation Notes

We want to enable many new options and choices for customers.  These are examples of the areas where we will see many more choices than in the past.  

Let’s be very clear, these new meters cannot think for themselves. 




“Smart Energy Pioneer” Pilot 
Program

A simple Time-of-Use 
Rate 

Don’t need EV or PV to 
do this – but it helps!

Integrate with Home Area 
Networks

Limited enrollment 

Conceptual Pioneer Smart RatePioneer Smart Rate

Presenter
Presentation Notes

Smart meters will enable new rate structures.  This is an example of a rate option we would like to offer.  It will be several years out, likely 2014 or 15. We would like you’re help to figure out what customers are interested in, and we’re starting with the focus group exercises tonight. 

This is a parallel to the wind power pioneer program we started in the late 90’s.  Gauging customer interest and opportunities. 

The background is the reality that there is a market price for electricity.  We can’t use it now because there is no way to communicate.  Just as there are market prices for everything else, from peaches to gasoline, so is there one for electricity. 



Lower Cost Electric Vehicle 
Charging

Charge at night – save 50%!

We have enough generation and distribution for lots of EVs, 
but not if they charge at the same time. So this helps all of us.

Presenter
Presentation Notes


Without smart meters, we can only charge someone at the blended rate.  Maybe you are interested in an electric vehicle because electricity is the equivalent of $1 per gallon. 



Lower Cost Electric Vehicle 
Charging

Charge at night – save 50%!

We have enough generation and distribution for lots of EVs, 
but not if they charge at the same time. So this helps all of us.

Charge at Night!

Presenter
Presentation Notes

What if you could make that 50 cents per gallon?

With smart meters, you could reduce your “dollars per gallon” for charging an electric vehicle.  You save, we all benefit.  

Don’t forget the electricity for transportation is an all american energy source, 100% domestic. 



Photovoltaics More Valuable

Presenter
Presentation Notes


Without smart meters, we can only pay for electricity at the blended rate.




Photovoltaics More Valuable

Solar 
Output

Presenter
Presentation Notes


With smart meters, you could get more value from a solar system.  Again, we all benefit. 




Smarter Homes – can 
automatically use electricity when 
it is cheaper if it works with your 
schedule.

Presenter
Presentation Notes


New appliances and in-home systems are coming that can manage themselves to help you save money.  Easy. 



New Customer Options: Results

Saving your petunias from the meter reader

Manage energy use – gives engaged consumers access to 
more information about their usage.

Lower cost electric vehicle charging

Higher value solar photovoltaic systems

Enabling new smart appliances and home devices to 
automatically save money

New pricing options like the “Smart Energy Pioneer Rate”

Presenter
Presentation Notes

What do we get from these new options?  See bullet list. 




The 3 The 3 Faces of Our Smart Gridof Our Smart Grid

1. Ongoing Utility 
Modernization

2. Local Green Energy

3. New Customer 
Options

Presenter
Presentation Notes

We can’t do these things without new meters, etc.



On to the focus group 

Lynn and Rebecca
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